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This work is part of the Gender Equality and Macroeconomics (GEM) project,
a collaborative effort between the Bretton Woods Project, the Gender and
Development Network (GADN), International Women’s Rights Action Watch
(IRAW) Asia Pacific and the Latin American Network for Economic and Social
Justice (Latindadd), which aims to expose and challenge the ways current
macroeconomic policies, particularly those promoted by the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund, can undermine gender equality. Working
with allies globally, the GEM project encourages economic decision-makers to
promote alternative gender-just policies.
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Abstract

The World Bank has been staunchly criticised by civil society
organisations for failing to put a feminist, just recovery front and
centre of its Covid-19 pandemic response, and failing to take
adequate steps to reduce the harmful impacts of the pandemic on
gender equality globally.1
This research argues that the Bank’s current frameworks for
analysing its work from a gender perspective, guided by its current
Gender Strategy, have a critical blind spot which largely neglects
the impacts of its macroeconomic policy advice on gender
equality.2 This has resulted in the Bank supporting austerity policies,
including through its development policy finance (DPF) instrument,
which can be very harmful to gender equality, without adequately
assessing their impacts.

© World Bank / Sambrian Mbaabu

This research aims to build on the premise that, despite its
proactive gender work, many of the macroeconomic policies that
the World Bank promotes, through both policy conditions and
advice, undermine gender equality. It will highlight this through five
case studies of World Bank loans and credits to Ecuador, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Jamaica and Gabon.
This briefing will argue that the World Bank must reconsider its
diagnostic tools and policy prescriptions and advice attached
to loans. It is vital that the Bank understands its own role in
undermining countries’ fiscal space, decent work and progressive
taxation policies, to ensure that similar policy recipes are not
repeated, especially as countries attempt to recover from the
economic health and social crises triggered by the pandemic.
Wearing masks at a marketplace in Kenya.
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See for example, Bretton Woods Project, A People’s Recovery: Ensuring
progressive fiscal measures for a feminist and just pandemic recovery, minutes of
Civil Society Policy Forum panel session, 24 March 2021; Women’s Environment
Development Organization, Feminist Finance: a Brief for the Finance in Common
Summit, November 2020; Tax and Gender Working Group of the Global
Alliance for Tax Justice, The World Bank’s Approach to Gender Equality: What
does the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action mean for the World Bank’s
Macroeconomic Agenda? April 2020.
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Bretton Woods Project, The World Bank and gender equality: Development Policy
Financing, August 2019, p.5
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The Covid-19 crisis: Deepening gender inequality

The Covid-19 pandemic has triggered a global economic crisis that
is threatening to set hard-won progress on women’s rights and
gender equality back by decades. The economic fallout from the
pandemic, which has disproportionately affected women, is set to
push an additional 47 million women and girls into extreme poverty
by the end of 2021.3
The ‘Great Lockdown’, necessary in many countries to reduce the
spread of the virus, forced many women back into the home while
restricting access to healthcare, including sexual and reproductive
services. The closure of schools and other vital public services
multiplied women’s already unequal care burdens, while men’s
violence against women and girls increased around the world in
what has been termed a ‘shadow pandemic.’4
Women were overrepresented in sectors hit particularly hard by
the pandemic, such as accommodation and food services, with
employment losses significantly steeper for women than men
in 2020.5 Excluding agricultural jobs, three out of four informal
sector workers are women.6 Women informal workers, already in
precarious positions, were left highly vulnerable to poverty as work
opportunities shut down and many were left without adequate
social protection.7

Domestic Product (GDP),9 which could further put public services
at risk.
Countries in the Global South continue to struggle to address this
dire trend, with continued fiscal deficits and debt burdens. As the
global economy emerges from the recession, there are concerns
that the gap between rich and poor countries is widening.10
Economic recovery is uneven with high-income countries’ economies
starting to bounce-back while low- and middle-income countries are
facing sluggish growth and limited access to Covid-19 vaccines.
Like nothing before, Covid-19 has exposed the political and
policy choices that have deepened gender inequality, particularly
the undervaluing of the care economy. It has highlighted the
centrality of care within societies and economies and revealed
the importance of investment in high quality, universal, genderresponsive public services and social protection. Where public
services are inadequate, women are left to fill in the gaps,
shouldering the lion’s share of the burden of caring for relatives,
children and the elderly, as well as making up the majority of
frontline healthcare workers.

Prior to the pandemic, public services in many countries were
already under strain from rising debt burdens, austerity and public
sector wage cuts. Debt levels have been rising over the last few
decades, with research by Jubilee Debt Campaign in April 2020
showing that 64 low-income countries were spending more on
external debt payments than healthcare.8 The Covid-19 pandemic
has exacerbated these problems, with countries’ budgets stretched
to the breaking point to finance their Covid-19 responses and many
social services, already underfunded, unable to adequately respond
the pandemic. Nearly 50 governments are projected to spend less
in 2021-22 than in 2018-19 by an average of 2.9 per cent of Gross

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action, the most comprehensive international blueprint
for women’s rights, also occurred in 2020. It recognised the
central role of the economy in fulfilling women’s rights and how
unpaid care work burdens significantly contributed to women’s
poverty. The platform outlines several key macroeconomic policy
recommendations for the fulfilment of women’s human rights,
such as recognising the value of unpaid care work; increasing
investments in high quality, affordable and accessible public
care services; and investing in labour-saving equipment and
infrastructure. These policies, which were essential for gender
equality before the pandemic, are even more critical now given the
dire consequences of the pandemic for women and women’s rights.

3

UN Women, COVID-19 will widen poverty gap between women and men, new
UN Women and UNDP data show, September 2020.
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UN Women, Whose Unpaid Care Burdens? Unpaid care and domestic work during
Covid-19, November 2020; International Planned Parenthood Federation, COVID19 pandemic cuts access to sexual and reproductive healthcare for women
around the world, April 2020; UN Women, UN Women raises awareness of the
shadow pandemic of violence against women during COVID-19, April 2020.

International Labor Organization, Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, a new UNDPILO report calls for social protection for workers in the informal economy, April
2021.
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Jubilee Debt Campaign, Sixty-four countries spend more on debt payments than
health, April 2020.
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I. Ortiz and M. Cummings, Austerity the new normal: A renewed Washington
Consensus 2010-24, April 2021.
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International Labor Organization, How women are being left behind in the quest
for decent work for all, March 2021.
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World Bank, Social insurance for the informal sector can be a lifeline for millions
in Africa, May 2020.

10 UNCTAD, Gross domestic product growth rate, world and country groupings,
2005–2021, March 2021, p.4
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The World Bank, its macroeconomic role and gender equality

The World Bank’s board and leadership have always reflected
unequal global power structures. It is headquartered in Washington
DC and its president has always been from the US, as part of
a gentleman’s agreement among the Bank’s most influential
shareholders.11 Low- and middle-income countries – often those
receiving loans from the Bank – are structurally under-represented
in the Bank’s governance processes.
Although the IMF is often considered to be the global arbiter of
macroeconomic policy, the World Bank also exerts significant
influence over its members’ economies, often in conjunction with the
IMF, which suffers from similar governance shortcomings. It does so
through its project and policy financing, accompanied by its policy
advice, research, various country rankings and technical assistance.
The World Bank Group consists of five different institutions,
which have different functions. The International Development
Association (IDA) and International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) lend to low- and middle-income countries,
respectively. One type of loan instrument used by IDA and IBRD
(which can also be disbursed as grants in the case of IDA countries
in debt distress) is Development Policy Financing or Development
Policy Operations. These loans come with policy conditions, which
are required to access this finance, and have been criticised for
undermining the sovereignty of borrower nations, limiting their
ability to make policy decisions and eroding countries’ ownership of
national development strategies.12
In 2019, the Bretton Woods Project published research which
explored how macroeconomic policy conditions mandated by
these loans can undermine gender equality and women’s rights. It
looked at five loans to different countries between 2015 and 2018
and highlighted how the macroeconomic policy conditions, called
‘prior actions’, could exacerbate gender inequality.13 It explored the
imposition of wage bill cuts in Serbia, labour market flexibilisation
policies in Turkey and regressive taxation measures in Colombia.
This research argued that the Bank’s existing frameworks for
analysing its work from a gender perspective, guided by its current
Gender Strategy, have a critical blind spot that largely neglects the
impacts of its macroeconomic policy advice on gender equality.14
This has resulted in the Bank supporting austerity policies, which
can be very harmful to gender equality, without adequately
assessing their impacts.

Austerity policies, like public wage bill cuts, are often mandated
by the IMF to reduce public expenditures under the premise that
these policies are necessary for long-term growth.15 However, the
IMF itself has produced research questioning this rationale, saying
that the benefits of the impact of the above-mentioned policies
on growth are hard to establish and have been “overplayed”, while
neoliberal policies, including austerity, have significant costs in
terms of equality and stability.16
World Bank loans are often in alignment with IMF fiscal targets,
promoting similar policies, as well as enhancing the role of the private
sector to ‘fill the gaps’ left by a dwindling public sector. It does this
through its Maximizing Finance for Development approach, which
seeks to prioritise ‘crowding in’ the private sector into development
finance, wherever possible.17 The Bank promotes policies that support
a ‘private sector enabling environment’, from privatising state
owned-enterprises to public-private partnerships.18 Women’s groups
have illustrated how these can have gendered impacts by reducing
women’s access to essential services, and, where services are
restricted, increasing women’s unpaid care work burdens.19
The Bank also advises countries on their policy direction more
broadly through its Systematic Country Diagnostics (SCD) and
Country Partnership Frameworks (CPF), which lay out development
objectives for the Bank’s assistance and country-level policy
recommendations. The SCD focuses on identifying challenges
to the country’s efforts to achieve the World Bank twin goals
(poverty reduction and shared prosperity) while the CPF outlines a
framework for the Bank’s financial support to a country with policy
goals. These documents, in theory, provide the framework for the
policy conditions attached to DPOs. Aside from policy conditions,
the Bank also sees itself as ‘the solutions Bank’, positioning itself
as the repository of development expertise, including on gender
equality. In this regard, it also often has significant influence over a
countries’ policy matrices.20
The international response to the pandemic has been criticised
for being “woefully inadequate” by the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), both in terms of the level
of financing mobilised and the policy response.21 Despite austerity
policies exacerbating the impacts of the pandemic, international
financial institutions (IFIs) are already advocating that countries
return to austerity and adopt private-sector led policies in the
medium-term to address fiscal shortfalls, which risks further
entrenching gender inequalities.22

11 Bretton Woods Project, What is the ‘gentleman’s agreement’? July 2019.

18 Ibid

12 See Bretton Woods Project, Development Policy Finance: Critical concerns
surrounding accountability and outcomes for people and the climate, March
2021; G. Brunswijick, Eurodad, Flawed Conditions: The impact of the World Bank’s
conditionality on developing countries, April 2019.

19 See for example, Development Alternatives With Women For A New Era,
PPPs and women’s human rights: Feminist analysis from the global south,
March 2021; Bretton Woods Project, Gender-just macroeconomics: the World
Bank’s privatisation push, June 2019; Asia Pacific Forum for Women Law
and Development Seven Reasons Feminists Say No to IMF and World Bank
Neoliberalism, October 2018.

13 See Bretton Woods Project, The World Bank and gender equality.
14 Ibid, p.5.
15 See ActionAid International, Who Cares for the Future: Finance gender responsive
public services! April 2020.
16 J. D. Ostry, P. Loungani, and D. Furceri, Neoliberalism: Oversold? Finance and
Development, June 2016, Vol. 53, No. 2.
17 G. Brunswijck, Eurodad, Flawed conditions, p.2.
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20 World Bank, So what exactly is a “knowledge bank”?, 2012; Bretton Woods
Project, The World Bank and gender equality, section 1.3, p.4.
21 UNCTAD, Report of the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to the fifteenth session of
the Conference, p.18.
22 Development Alternatives With Women for a New Era, Call on IMF to stop
promoting austerity in the Coronavirus recovery period, October 2020.
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The World Bank’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic:
From emergency to recovery
The World Bank has played a prominent role in the Covid-19
recovery, making available up to $14 billion for a Fast-Track Covid19 Facility and $160 billion in financing for countries through June
2021.23 Like the IMF, it has presented itself as a ‘financial firefighter’
during the Covid-19 pandemic.24

In March 2020, World Bank President David Malpass implied that
the Bank should promote policy reforms as part of the pandemic
recovery, stating, “Countries will need to implement structural
reforms to help shorten the time to recovery and create confidence
that the recovery can be strong. For those countries that have
excessive regulations, subsidies, licensing regimes, trade protection
or litigiousness as obstacles, we will work with them to foster
markets, choice and faster growth prospects during the recovery.”28
These comments reveal that the Bank may use the pandemic as
a pretext for further privatisation and deregulation, which would
further weaken state capacity. This is particularly concerning given
that the pandemic has revealed existing weaknesses in the global
economic system, namely austerity policies that have hollowed
out healthcare and social protection for decades and deepened
inequality, and an overreliance on the private sector, which has
undermined states’ capacity to fulfil their human rights obligations,
including women’s rights. The market- and private sector-centred
policies prescribed by the Bank are in stark contrast with evidence,
data and lived experiences of the impact of such policies, which
have been shown to be detrimental to women’s rights.

© World Bank

But the World Bank has been criticised for its too “small and
slow” response25, as well earmarking almost 60 per cent of the
Fast-Track Facility and 35 per cent of its broader financing to
be allocated through its private sector arm, the International
Finance Corporation (IFC).26 In an October 2020 policy paper,
Belgium-based civil society organisation Eurodad argued that the
Bank’s disproportionate support to the private sector as part of
the pandemic response reveals the “unwillingness of the donor
community to take concrete measures to scale up and strengthen
public financing of development, and an inability to agree on a
multilateral resolution to unsustainable sovereign debts.”27

Women working at the Kegalle Provincial Health Services Department in Sri Lanka.

countries is avoiding procyclicality, ensuring the continuity of
essential services, and supporting the vulnerable.”29
But beyond the emergency response, the Bank indicates that it
may shift its approach back to curbing spending post-Covid-19
in the name of economic recovery. In the same policy paper, it
said, “Policy responses to the crisis must be carefully calibrated,
with a view to priorities in the face of trade-offs. Saving lives and
livelihoods today must be balanced with preparing for an effective,
resilient and equitable recovery tomorrow.”30
Though it does advocate for policy measures to support vulnerable
groups during the pandemic, such as through strengthening social
safety nets, the Bank is clear that these measures should be
“mostly temporary, and somewhat targeted.”31 It suggests that
countries with less fiscal space should, “focus on interventions with
limited cost implications that are easily reversible.”32

In a 2020 policy paper, the Bank advocated for a step-change in
orthodox macroeconomic approaches to meet countries’ Covid-19
needs, stating that the “viable macroeconomic goal in developing

In its 2021 Trade and Development Report, the UNCTAD lamented
that, “Austerity, inflation targeting, trade and investment
liberalization, innovative finance and labour market flexibility,

23 World Bank Group, The World Bank’s Operational Response to Covid-19: Covid19’s Project List.

27 Ibid. p.1.

24 France 24, We will overcome’ coronavirus crisis, vow G20 leaders after video
meeting, March 2020.
25 Center for Global Development, New data show the world bank’s COVID response
is too small and too slow, October 2020.
26 O. Dimakou, M.J Romero, E. Van Waeyenberge, Eurodad, Never let a pandemic
go to waste: How the World Bank’s Covid-19 response is prioritising the private
sector, October 2020.

28 World Bank Group, Remarks by World Bank Group President David Malpass on
G20 finance ministers conference call on COVID-19, March 2020.
29 World Bank Group, Protecting people and economies: Integrated policy responses
to Covid-19, p.40.
30 World Bank Group, Protecting people and economies: Integrated policy responses
to Covid-19, p.40.
31 Ibid, p.52.
32 Ibid, p.49.
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Covid-19 testing in Madagascar.
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amongst a litany of hackneyed economic ideas, retain a loyal
following in policy circles and provide a default narrative for
charting a well-trodden path for the global economy. This path led
to a world of growing economic inequalities, arrested development,
financial fragility, and unsustainable use of natural resources before
the pandemic hit.”33 It continues, “unless there is a determined
shift in policy direction, the world economy will take more than a
decade to catch up with its pre-pandemic trend.”34
Instead of reverting back to ‘business as usual’ in the recovery
phase of Covid-19, the pandemic should serve as a moment for
policymakers to rethink approaches and move away from austerity
policies, labour market flexibilisation, regressive taxation and an
overreliance on the private sector, especially considering the stark
implications of the pandemic for gender equality.
International financial institutions, including the Bank, could
seek alternative pathways to increase fiscal space beyond
the emergency response to the pandemic, such as increasing
tax revenues through progressive taxation, expanding social
protection, restructuring debt, and eliminating illicit financial flows.
Rather than viewing the poorest and most vulnerable, which are

disproportionately women, as collateral damage for austerity
policies, their needs must be placed at the front and centre of
policy choices.
As policymakers look to support countries’ economic recovery from
the pandemic, it is vital that they support transformative, feminist
proposals that give governments capacity to adequately finance
public services, make their own policy choices and meet their
human rights obligations. The Bank must ensure that its financing
in the wake of the pandemic supports a sustainable, inclusive
and just economic recovery which addresses the disproportionate
impact of the socioeconomic crisis on women and other
marginalised groups.

The World Bank’s policies in practice
This briefing sets out five case studies to illustrate the World Bank’s
use of austerity and privatisation policies in low- and middleincome countries prior to the pandemic, highlighting the likely
harmful gendered impacts of these policies, which could have
exacerbated the impacts of the pandemic on women.

33 UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report: Out of the frying pan...Into the fire?
p.17.
34 Ibid.
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The World Bank and Ecuador

This case study examines the World Bank’s First Inclusive and
Sustainable Growth Development Policy Loan to Ecuador for $500
million in May 2019, which included accompanying economic
reforms, in the form of ‘prior actions’, to cut the budget, reduce
energy subsidies and reform labour laws.

Budget cuts
In Ecuador, the pandemic has had a devastating impact, ravaging
its public health system and economy. The country has suffered the
second highest rate of excess deaths globally since the Covid-19
pandemic was declared a health emergency.35 Civil society groups
have blamed the country’s lack of preparation for the pandemic on
the recent drastic reduction in funding for the health sector.36 In
the two years prior to the pandemic, investment in the country’s
public health system decreased by 64 per cent and thousands of
health workers were fired, in part because of conditions of loan
agreements with the IMF and World Bank, which required the
government to cut its overall budget.37
In May 2019, the World Bank issued the First Inclusive and
Sustainable Growth Development Policy Loan to Ecuador. The loan
aimed to “promote a more efficient mobilization and allocation of
government resources”, in order to contribute to an “orderly fiscal
consolidation process”.38 In the Program Document for the loan, the
Bank took aim at the country’s public spending and recommended
that the government bring its annual budget programming in line
with deficit targets, including by introducing budget ceilings.
The loan was “closely coordinated” with financing from other
international financial institutions, including a three-year Extended
Fund Facility (EFF) loan of $4.2 billion by the IMF in 2019. The
IMF loan stipulated that the government must align expenditure
commitments with fiscal deficit targets by reducing the budget by
6 per cent over three years and reducing the public sector wage
bill by 1 per cent by 2023.39 The agreement sparked protests from
public sector workers throughout 2019.40

35 Financial Times, Coronavirus tracker: the latest figures as countries fight the
Covid-19 resurgence, August 2020.
36 ActionAid International, Who cares for the future?, p.67.
37 Bretton Woods Project, The IMF’s role in devastating impacts of Covid-19: The
case of Ecuador, July 2020.
38 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed loan In the amount of US$500 million to the
Republic of Ecuador for the first inclusive and sustainable growth development
policy loan, May 2019.
39 Bretton Woods Project, The IMF’s role in the devastating impacts of Covid-19
– the case of Ecuador, July 2020; ActionAid International, Who cares for the
future?, p.67.
40 Telesurenglish, More than 11,000 workers fired in 3 months in ecuador, March
2019; Al Jazeera, Ecuador unrest: What led to the mass protests? October 2019.
41 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, May 2019, p.4.
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Complementing the IMF’s programme, the above-mentioned World
Bank DPF loan contained conditions for the government to reduce
its approved budget by 6.3 per cent from 2017 to 2021 and reduce
spending on goods, services and personnel as a share of GDP by 0.9
per cent over the same time period.41 To do this, it included ‘prior
actions’ for the “preparation and sharing of fiscally consistent ceilings
for all public institutions covered by the budget,” as well as reducing
the ceiling for amendments to the budget without consulting the
national assembly from its current 15 per cent threshold.42
It advocated for the government to “contain increases in the public
wage bill”, which it described as “high”43, through a number of
measures, including revising the salary structure for government
personnel, particularly the pay scales.44 The accompanying 2019
World Bank Public Expenditure Review for Ecuador called for
“aligning public-sector wages to those in the formal private sector”,
highlighting that so-called “less-skilled workers” in the public
sector have a larger wage premium when compared with their
counterparts in the private sector.45 This disparity likely reflects
that the public sector employment generally includes fairer wages,
social protection and better working conditions, in relation to the
private sector, which tends to reduce the burden of women’s
unpaid care work.46
Alongside revising pay scales, the review recommended that the
government encourage early retirement and voluntary resignation
of public sector workers.47 Though the loan document does not
detail who will suffer from these changes, 3,680 workers, or 4.5 per
cent of public health employees, were dismissed from the ministry
of public health in 2019.48
Women are disproportionately located in the public sector, and, as
a result of discrimination in the labour market, in lower waged jobs.
In Latin America, 86 per cent of nurses are women and, on average,
women in the health sector earn 28 percent less than men.49
Lowering the incomes for these workers would likely decrease women
workers’ wages, as well as hamper the delivery of quality public

42 Ibid, p.19-20.
43 Ibid, p.10.
44 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, 2019, Indicative Trigger #2 DPF 2, p.20-1.
45 World Bank Group, Ecuador public finance review phase II Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador,
and Peru country management unit, p.16.
46 ITUC, Investing in the care economy: simulating employment effects by gender in
countries in emerging economies, 2017, p.7.
47 World Bank Group, Ecuador public finance review phase II Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador,
and Peru Country Management Unit, p.21.
48 The Guardian, Austerity is killing Ecuador. The IMF must help end this disaster, 29
August 2020.
49 M. J. Romero (Eurodad), J. Gideon (Birkbeck, Universidad de Londres), P. Miranda
and V. Serafini (LATINDADD), América Latina y la epidemia de COVID-19: una
crónica de múltiples crisis, March 2020.
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Supermarket worker wearing a mask during the Covid-19 pandemic in Quito, Ecuador.

services. Women tend to be in more precarious positions, so cuts to
public sector workers would likely disproportionately affect women’s
employment – from losing promotions to losing jobs entirely.50
In its 2018 Systematic Country Diagnostic for Ecuador, the Bank
highlighted that the country’s “public sector-led growth” had
translated into “welfare gains”, including decline in inequality and
improved access to basic services.51 Despite this, it argued that
“public sector expansion strengthened service delivery, but at the
expense of efficiency”, highlighting that additional investments in
hospitals had not led to an increase in beds.52 Its proposed solution
was “rationalizing public spending”. Though the Bank recognised
that fiscal consolidation would “dampen economic growth in the
short-term putting pressures on social outcomes”, it argued that it
was nonetheless “critical”.53
In the loan document, its Poverty and Social Impact Analysis
concluded that these reforms would “positively impact poor and

50 European Public Services Union, Cuts in public sector pay and employment: the
ongoing impact on women in the public sector, 2016, p.8.
51 World Bank Group, Ecuador: Systematic Country Diagnostic, p.6, p.8.
52 Ibid, p.10.

vulnerable populations in the medium-term as well as enhancing
access to public goods and services for alleviating the poor’s
deprivations.”54 This assessment has proven to be false, with civil
society groups highlighting that not only did the budget cuts have a
harmful impact on the poorest and most marginalised prior to the
pandemic, but they also severely impeded Ecuador’s capacity to
respond to the pandemic, with devastating consequences.55
Reducing public expenditure can curtail access to vital public
services, as critical health, social protection and care services are
often in the public sector, which women particularly rely on due to
their differentiated needs and economic disadvantages.56 This often
leads to an increase in women’s unpaid care work to cover the
gaps.57 Prior to the pandemic, the value of unpaid work in Ecuador
was estimated to represent around 15.2 per cent of GDP.58 This has
sharply increased during the pandemic as women often had to take
on additional care burdens to look after the sick, as well as children
when schools closed.59

56 Public Services International and ActionAid International, Covid-19 crisis: IMF
told countries facing critical health worker shortages to cut public sector wages,
June 2020.
57 Bretton Woods Project and the Center for Economic and Social Rights, The IMF
and gender equality and expenditure policy, p.10.

53 Ibid, p.7.

58 UN Women, Policy Brief: The impact of covid-19 on women, p.13.

54 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, May 2019, p.38.

59 E. Dugarova, Unpaid care work in times of the COVID-19 crisis: Gendered impacts,
emerging evidence and promising policy responses, p.7-8.

55 Latindadd, Ecuador’s new loan program: a tale of two IMFs, October 2020.
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In its 2018 SCD, the World Bank acknowledged Ecuador’s gender
wage gap, with men’s hourly wages, on average, at 8 per cent
higher than those of women, while highlighting the fact that
women were more likely to be employed in service sectors such
as education and healthcare services as a possible reason for this
gap.60 Feminist groups and civil society organisations have shown
that cuts to the public wage bill, especially in health and education,
are therefore likely to disproportionately affect women.61 However,
in its Poverty and Social Impact Analysis of the loan, the Bank did
not analyse the gendered dimensions of this reform.
Despite the devastating impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and
the clear need for the government to create more fiscal space,
as acknowledged by the Bank itself62, the Bank still proceeded
with the budget reduction targets for 2021 in additional loans
issued to Ecuador in May and November 2020.63 It argued that
this “orderly fiscal consolidation in the post crisis period” will
promote “public sector efficiency and fiscal sustainability postcrisis”, thus building austerity into recovery measures.64 This will
likely have a devastating impact on women, who stand to be
hardest hit by continued austerity measures and who have already
been disproportionately affected by the economic impacts of the
pandemic in Ecuador.65

Energy subsidy reform
The 2019 reform also contained a results indicator to reduce energy
subsidies as a share of oil revenues from 38.3 per cent in 2017 to
37.1 per cent by 2021.66 This introduced a regulation as a prior
action to eliminate subsidies for premium gasoline, industrial diesel,
and natural gas for commercial and industrial use and to reduce
subsides for other fuels. This proposal would increase both the low
and high-octane gas prices.

extra.” It noted that, “Once the reforms in super and extra gasoline
subsidies were implemented, welfare losses were negligible at the
bottom of the distribution.”68
While a significant proportion of subsidy benefits are captured by
well-off households, this does not negate the impact of removing
these subsidies on the poorest households. Indeed, the Bank states
that, “the bottom 40 percent of the population captured around
9 percent of subsidies in high-octane and less than a quarter for
the low-octane gasoline.”69 It calculated that the total welfare loss
was less than one percentage point of the per capital income for
the bottom 40 per cent, compared with the first decile was 1.5
percentage point.70
In October 2019, the subsidy reform in Ecuador, supported by
both the IMF and the World Bank, sparked a significant hike in
fuel prices, increasing gasoline prices by 25 per cent and doubling
diesel prices.71 In response, many citizens, transport workers and
indigenous groups protested and forced a reversal in the policy
from then Ecuadorean President Lenín Moreno.72 Fuel subsidy
reforms can have harmful impacts on women, as women are
more likely to have lower incomes than men, and therefore have a
greater reliance on subsidised energy.73
However, the World Bank did not analyse the gendered impacts of
this reform before including it as a condition of the May 2019 loan.
This makes it impossible for the Bank to know whether this reform
might have gendered impacts and to either mitigate these or
remove this requirement from the loan.

Labour flexibilisation

The Bank argued that these reforms would not have “significant
impacts on the welfare of the bottom 40.”67 It argued that,
“Before these reforms were implemented, the top of the income
distribution captured most of the gasoline subsidies for super and

The 2019 World Bank DPF loan was also conditioned on the
government approving the regulatory framework of the labour
reform.74 This was designed to limit so-called “constraints” to
labour market regulations, such as the minimum wage and working
hours, in order to incentivise companies to create more formal jobs,
especially for women and young people.75

60 World Bank Group, Ecuador: Systematic Country Diagnostic, p.34.

68 Ibid p.68, Figure A-1.

61 Bretton Woods Project and the Center for Economic and Social Rights, The IMF
and gender equality and expenditure policy, p.9.

69 Ibid p.68.

62 See World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, p.15.
63 Ibid, p.4, Results Indicator 8; World Bank Group, Program information document
for Ecuador third inclusive and sustainable growth DPL, August 2020.
64 Ibid, p.6, p.10.
65 Gender and Development Network, Warning: May Contain Austerity, December
2020.
66 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, Results Indicator 3, page 4.
67 Ibid p.68.
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70 Ibid.
71 International Institute for Sustainable Development, How reforming fossil fuel
subsidies can go wrong: A lesson from Ecuador, October 2019.
72 The Conversation, Ecuador’s fuel protests show the risks of removing fossil fuel
subsidies too fast, October 2019.
73 International Institute for Sustainable Development, Gender and fossil fuel
subsidy reform: Current status of research, 2016 p.iv.
74 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, Results Results Indicator #9, p.4.
75 Ibid p.33-4.
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The 2018 SCD gave more detail on the proposed labour reform.
It lamented that “minimum wages in Ecuador are relatively
high, which raises labor costs” and that the “private sector’s
competitiveness was undermined by restrictive regulations.”76 It
stated that, “This puts pressure on the private sector to match the
wage offer.”77
The SCD called for the government to “align labor cost to
productivity”, which it argued, “would help firms remain
competitive without resorting to informality.”78 The measures
outlined, such as reducing labour costs, addressing barriers to
hourly hiring and so-called “high” dismissal costs for employees
were all included in the loan.79
The World Bank has consistently claimed that deregulation of
business and labour flexibilisation measures reduce informality.80
This claim has been refuted by labour organisations, civil society
organisations and academics, who argue that such measures
actually increase precarious work, lower incomes of those most in
need and undermine workers’ rights.81 This could undermine the
Bank’s own aim of increasing women’s labour force participation,
as in practice informality and lower incomes can be a barrier to
women’s employment.
In Ecuador, nearly two-thirds of employment is informal, and
women are more likely to work in the informal sector.82 Women’s
employment was also hit hard by the pandemic in both the
informal and formal sectors.83 In 2020, Ecuador registered a drop
of 13,461 jobs within the formal domestic work sector, a sector
dominated by women.84 In the May 2019 loan document, the Bank
acknowledged that women are concentrated in the informal sector,
and that the informality of women’s employment has increased at
a much faster pace than for men since 2014. It stated, “Because of
the reduction of household income, women entered a deteriorated
labor market with lower quality jobs.”85 However, the Poverty and
Social Impact Analysis for the loan then draws the conclusion that
the labour reform framework will promote access to jobs and could
“address equal opportunity goals” for women and young people.86

76 World Bank Group, Ecuador: Systematic Country Diagnostic, p.36.
77 Ibid, p.33.
78 Ibid.
79 Ibid, p.34.
80 See World Bank Group, World Development Report: The changing nature of work;
white paper, 2019.

Following mass protests against government reforms that were in
line with the IMF and World Bank’s programmes in October 2019,
the Bank stated that, “Under the current political environment, it
is uncertain if and when the Government will be able to mobilize
enough support in the National Assembly to approve such a
sensitive reform.”87 Instead of proceeding with the reform to
the labour framework, the Bank’s 2020 Second Inclusive and
Sustainable Growth Development Policy Loan to Ecuador includes
more “gradual” deregulatory reforms to reduce the number of
sectoral and occupational minimum wages.88 It continued to
argue that minimum wages have grown “above productivity” and
Ecuador’s wage-setting process is “distorted.”89
Following the 2019 reforms, in May 2020, as the Covid-19 pandemic
spread across the world and hit Ecuador particularly hard, the
government of Ecuador introduced a new Humanitarian Assistance
Law, which included several labour reforms, such as introducing
provisions for employers to modify existing conditions in labour
contracts and introducing a ‘special emergency’ contract, which
allows employers to hire workers for a one-year period, rather than
providing permanent labour contracts, and extended the work week
to six days.90 This is a labour flexibilisation measure which could
make workers more insecure and require them to work longer hours
than prior to the pandemic.

Conclusion
The policies promoted by the Bank prior to the Covid-19 pandemic
have contributed to Ecuador being in a worse position to respond
to the crisis, weakening the government’s capacity to provide
adequate health and social services during the crisis, while
exacerbating the vulnerability of the population, in particular
women, who were then hit harder by the pandemic. Such policies
worsened the impact of the pandemic on the poorest and most
marginalised, increasing gender inequality. Worryingly, despite
these negative gendered impacts, the World Bank has continued to
pursue these policies after the onset of the pandemic.

84 UNDP, The Coronavirus and the challenges for women’s work in Latin America,
2020 p.15.
85 World Bank Group, Ecuador: Systematic Country Diagnostic, p.61.
86 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Program...policy loan, p.39.
87 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed loan in the amount of US$500 million with the
global concessional financing facility support in the amount of US$6 million to the
republic of Ecuador for the Second inclusive and sustainable growth development
policy loan, April 2020, p.33.

81 International Trade Union Confederation, World Bank’s World Development
Report 2019: Unsatisfactory policy perspective on changes in the world of work,
October 2018; Development Pathways, World Bank’s new White Paper falls short
on its objective of protecting all, October 2019; R. G. Blanton, S. L Blanton and
D Peksen, ‘The impact of IMF and World Bank programs on labor rights’, Sage
Publications, Vol.68, No.2, June 2015.

89 Ibid, p.30.

82 K.King, P. Altmann, R.P. Bonilla, Ecuador’s mishandled COVID-19 health crisis has
also had serious economic, educational, and emotional impacts, November 2020.

90 Bloomberg, Ecuador—Implications of New Law to Combat Covid-19 Crisis, July
2020.

88 Ibid, Prior action #6, p.32; Results indicator #6, p.4.

83 See Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, The economic
autonomy of women in a sustainable recovery with equality, February 2021.
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The World Bank and Kenya

This case study examines the World Bank’s Inclusive Growth and
Fiscal Management credit to the Government of Kenya for $750
million in April 2019, which included accompanying economic
reforms, in the form of ‘prior actions’ to reform taxes and
financialise the housing market.

Tax reforms
In April 2019, the World Bank issued the Inclusive Growth and Fiscal
Management credit to the Government of Kenya. The loan aimed to
support the government’s fiscal consolidation efforts to reduce its
deficit from 6.3 per cent of GDP to 5.1 per cent of GDP by June 2020.91
The DPO contains a prior action to remove value added tax
exemptions on petroleum products by enacting the 2018 Finance
Act and introduce an 8 per cent VAT rate on petroleum products.
This aims to create fiscal space by increasing VAT and income tax
revenues as a share of GDP from 11.4 per cent in 2017 to 12.1 per
cent in 2021.92
In its 2018 Fiscal Incidence Analysis for Kenya, the Bank claims
that VAT is “mildly progressive”. The analysis does not contain
any gendered analysis relating to taxes, and while it does include
a fiscal incidence analysis, this relies on household level data,
which does not enable meaningful gender analysis.93 Moreover, it
highlights that the reason for VAT’s supposed progressiveness is the
use of zero-rating and exemptions for poorer households, which
this reform is removing.94 At the same time, it concludes by saying,
“VAT and excise tax increase poverty and have a small, negative
effect on inequality and poverty rate increases by more than five
percentage points after VAT is accounted for.”95
Regressive tax reforms can exacerbate existing gender inequalities,
because women are generally overrepresented in the poorest
groups, earn less money, own fewer assets and wealth, are
less likely to own shares in corporations, make fewer financial
transactions and have a different consumption basket that is

91 World Bank Group, International Development Association program document
for a proposed development policy credit in the amount of SDR 540.3 million
(equivalent to US$750 million) to the republic of Kenya for the Kenya inclusive
growth and fiscal management development policy financing, p.19.
92 Ibid, p.4.
93 K. Lahey, UN Women, Gender and taxation discussion paper: gender taxation
and equality in developing countries, 2018.

made up of more household goods. In a June 2021 joint blog
for the World Bank-supported Platform for Collaboration on Tax,
representatives from the World Bank, the IMF, UNDESA and the
OECD highlighted the importance of VAT exemptions on necessities
like food, education and healthcare for the poorest and to alleviate
gender inequality.96
Removing exemptions on petroleum will likely also have a
differentiated impact on women, given that women often buy fuel
for cooking, such as paraffin which is a petroleum-derived fuel,
while the sharpest knock-on impacts of fuel price increases will
hit women, who make up the majority of the poor, the hardest,
for instance because of increased bus fares, increasing the cost of
transport that they use to get to work.97 Fuel prices in Kenya have
continued to rise since the introduction of the 8 per cent VAT rate,
making it unaffordable for many, especially women who have been
hit hardest by the economic fallout from the pandemic.98 In a June
2021 article in the Kenyan newspaper The Star, the Kenya Fight
Inequality Alliance criticised the VAT measures, stating that prices
were too high for households, especially during the pandemic.99
Responding to the latest budget announcement, Mukuna Akhaue,
a businesswoman and mother of two, told The Star that prices
were too high for her to cater to her family. She said, “The common
Mwananchi [citizen] was not considered in that budget. We pay
high taxes and remain with nothing at the end of the day.”100
In its corresponding 2019 Public Expenditure Review for Kenya,
the World Bank recommended that the government “reduce the
revenue forgone due to exemption and zero rating through a review
of these schemes to assess whether they have achieved the goals
behind their introduction and associated costs.”101 Though the Bank
claims that “the change in the VAT regime is progressive,” in its
Poverty and Social Impact Analysis for the DPO, it then states later
in the document that the additional revenue from VAT could be
used to “offset any negative impact on the poor” through targeted
social protection schemes.

98 Nairobi News, Pain at the pump as petrol prices hiked for the third time in
30 days, October 2020; The Standard, Kenyans to pay more for fuel in new
adjustments, December 2020; The Standard, A litre of super petrol will retail at
Sh122.81 in Nairobi, March 2021; British Medical Journal, Gendered economic,
social and health effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and mitigation policies in
Kenya: evidence from a prospective cohort survey in Nairobi informal settlements,
Vol.11, Issue 3.
99 The Star, Budget failed to address plight of the poor, gifted the rich, June 2021.

94 World Bank Group, Fiscal incidence analysis for kenya using the kenya integrated
household budget, survey 2015/16, May 2018 Box 2, p.31.

100 The Star, Kenyans unhappy with budget, demand reduced fuel price, cost of
living, June 2021.

95 Ibid. p.42.

101 World Bank Group, Kenya Public Expenditure Analysis 2019: Creating fiscal space
to deliver the Big Four while undertaking a needed fiscal consolidation, June
2019, p.37.

96 M. Estevão (World Bank), V. Gaspar (IMF), N. Hanif, (UNDESA), P. Saint-Amans
(OECD), Tax reform and gender equality in the post Covid-Era, June 2021.
97 ActionAid International, Short changed: How the IMF’s tax policies are failing
women, p.11.
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Esther Atieno sits alongside beadwork she’s made in Kisumu, Kenya.

While supporting tax reforms to create fiscal space for food
security, housing, manufacturing and healthcare, the Bank is also
supporting austerity measures, aimed at reducing the deficit, in
Kenya.102 Creating fiscal space by increasing regressive taxes like
VAT, while supporting fiscal consolidation efforts, disproportionately
places the burden of austerity on women’s shoulders.
Despite research demonstrating that, overall, the benefits of VAT

102 World Bank Group, Kenya Public Expenditure Analysis 2019: Creating fiscal space
to deliver the Big Four while undertaking a needed fiscal consolidation, June
2019, p.37.

exemptions and zero-ratings may be absorbed by the rich, this
does not negate the direct impact on access to basic necessities for
the poorest, disproportionately women. As stressed above, rather
than including any measures to try to offset the impact of the
reform on the poorest, the World Bank’s Poverty and Social Impact
Analysis says: “The additional revenue [raised by increased VAT]
could be used to offset any negative impact for the poor, through
approaches such as the expansion of targeted social protection.”103

103 World Bank Group, International Development Association…development policy
financing, p.19; p.41.
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Financialisation of the housing market
The 2019 credit also contained conditions to “crowd private
investment and financing for the delivery of affordable housing”,
to create an additional 20,000 housing units by 2021, with at least
30 per cent of new titles expected to go to women.104 For this, the
credit included a prior action for parliament to enact a legal reform
to allow the Central Bank of Kenya to licence and supervise mortgage
refinancing businesses and a framework to operationalise this.105
According to Reuters, this prior action aimed to support the
government to establish a new entity, the Kenya Mortgage
Refinance Company (KMRC), to lend to banks and cooperatives
providing long-term finance for home loans.106 The aim was for
KMRC to mobilise private investment from institutional investors
by issuing bonds in the local capital market.107 The World Bank’s
IDA credit was conditioned on ‘results indicators’ to ensure six
private shareholders in KMRC by 2021, which now includes the IFC,
the Bank’s private lending arm.108 The DPO was accompanied by
a project loan, the Kenya Affordable Housing Finance Project, with
$252 million disbursed to the KMRC, and an additional $10 million
of technical assistance.109
Though the aim to create more affordable housing is important,
civil society groups have raised concerns about the model promoted
by the Bank, which is using scarce public financing to subsidise
KMRC, which is 80 per cent owned by commercial banks and
savings cooperatives.110 In the 2021-22 financial year, KMRC was
allocated over half of the entire budget for the Housing and Urban
Development ministry.111 Moreover, the plan was initially financed
through a housing levy, whereby all employees were required to pay
1.5 per cent of their basic salary to the housing fund from September
2019, causing public uproar, including from trade unions.112

104 World Bank Group, Kenya Affordable Housing Project, March 2021, p.3; World
Bank Group, International Development Association…development policy
financing, p.25, p.4.
105 World Bank Group, International Development Association…development policy
financing, p.62; Prior action #2, p.25.
106 Reuters, New Kenyan body to help drive mortgage lending aims to raise 5 bln
shillings, May 2019.
107 World Bank Group, International Development Association…development policy
financing, p.25.
108 Ibid, p4; Kenyan Wall Street Journal, IFC, Shelter Afrique, Join Kenya Mortgage
Refinance Company Board, July 2020.

In 2017, UN Special Rapporteur on adequate housing Leilani
Farha described the financialisation of housing as indicative of the
“expanding role and unprecedented dominance of financial markets
and corporations in the housing sector”, whereby housing is treated
as a “commodity” instead of a human right. Her report criticised the
financialisation of housing as undermining the right to housing in
the long term and fostering an “overreliance” on the private sector,
especially excluding the poorest and women.113 Housing microfinance
in Kenya has also been criticised by Manchester University’s Ali
Baghat, who argues that policies for housing for refugees also,
“exemplify neoliberal experimentation and illustrate how these
strategies fail to ensure the long-term survival of refugees.”114

Conclusion
The policies promoted by the Bank prior to the Covid-19 pandemic
likely had adverse gendered impacts, exacerbating gender
inequality during the Covid-19 crisis.
Despite the fact that the Covid-19 pandemic has forced an
estimated two million more people into poverty in Kenya, the Bank
is advising the government to continue with fiscal consolidation
that is “urgently needed,” and to “rationalize” VAT exemptions
for post-Covid recovery.115 It approved a new Development Policy
Operation for $750 million in June 2021 to “reduce the budget
deficit”.116 Amidst this pressure, at the height of the pandemic, the
government considered introducing a 16 per cent rate of VAT on
white bread, which was previously zero-rated, but was forced to
maintain the exemption after it sparked national uproar.117

111 The Standard, KMRC to float bond to fund low-cost housing, June 2021.
112 BBC, Kenya’s 1.5% housing levy sparks anger, April 2019; The Africa Report, Is
Kenya’s housing levy the right thing done wrong? April 2019.
113 UN OCHCHR, Report of the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a
component of the right to an adequate standard of living, and on the right to
non-discrimination in this context, p.3, p.11.
114 See A. Baghat, Experimental financial inclusion as refugee management: shelter
insecurities at the bottom of the pyramid in Kenya, International Journal of
Housing Policy, October 2020.
115 World Bank Group, Systematic Country Diagnostic Kenya, 2020, p.15.

109 World Bank Group, Kenya Affordable Housing Project, March 2021.

116 World Bank Group, Kenya receives 750 million boost for Covid-19 recovery
efforts, June 2021.

110 Reuters, New Kenyan body to help drive mortgage lending aims to raise 5 bln
shillings, May 2019.

117 The Star, Budget relief for Kenyans as Treasury exempts bread from VAT, June
2021; The Star, Do not tax bread for Kenyans sake - bakers plead, May 2021.
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The World Bank and Ethiopia

This case study examines the World Bank’s Growth and
Competitiveness Programmatic Development Policy Financing
worth $1.2 million to the Government of Ethiopia (consisting of a
$600 million grant and a $600 million loan), which included policy
reforms to privatise the telecoms sector and reform the logistics
and power sectors.

Privatisation
In October 2018, the World Bank agreed the Growth and
Competitiveness Programmatic Development Policy Financing Project
with the Government of Ethiopia. The DPO, the Bank’s first to Ethiopia
in 15 years, aimed to leverage private financing to “maximize
finance for development” and boost “competitiveness through a
better environment for the private sector.”118 The DPO contained
numerous conditions designed to increase private sector involvement
in the Ethiopian economy, including through privatisation initiatives.
It included conditions for the Ethiopian parliament to approve a
public-private partnership (PPP) Proclamation and a PPP Directive; to
partially privatise the state-owned telecoms operator, Ethio Telecom;
to approve a reform roadmap for the power sector; and attract
foreign direct investment into the logistics sector specifically and
Ethiopian economy more broadly.119
The project includes ‘prior actions’ supporting the telecom
privatisation process, such as increasing telecoms licences from one
to three and establishing an independent regulator for the sector.120
The Bank also financed a full-time legal and regulatory advisor to
assist in drafting a Telecommunications Reform Proclamation.121
The Government of Ethiopia is offering a 40 per cent stake in the

118 World Bank Group, International Development Association program document
for a proposed development policy credit in the amount of SDR 430.1 million
(equivalent to US$600 million) and a proposed development policy grant in
the amount of SDR 430.1 million (equivalent to US$600 million) to the federal
democratic republic of Ethiopia for the Ethiopia growth and competitiveness
programmatic development policy financing, October 2018, p.3.

telecoms sector.122 Although the government has said the sale will
raise billions of dollars, it has thus far failed to attract the promised
licence bids.123
Though this DPO does not require the privatisation of the power
sector directly, it does set the stage for this to happen down the
line, by including a condition for power sector reform for “potential
unbundling and privatization of selected power companies”
and for increased electricity tariffs for users.124 It also contains
conditions for the Council of Ministers to adopt, “new proclamations
on investment and competition to Parliament enabling foreign
participation in a broader set of economic sectors and enhancing
competition.”125 For the logistics sector, it requires the lifting of
restrictions on foreign participation in the sector.126
In its Poverty and Social Impact Assessment of the operation, the
Bank admits that the energy subsidy reform, which will increase
electricity prices, could have “negative distributional impact in the
short run”, but notes that proposed reforms will protect the most
vulnerable users through the lifeline tariff.127 The privatisation
measures are heralded as having “poverty-reducing effects” by
creating jobs, while the social and gendered risks are not explored,
even though feminists have shown the negative gendered impacts
of such privatisation measures.128
Ethiopia has historically adopted a developmental-state model,
with a state-led economy.129 The Bank states that growth in
Ethiopia has been driven by public investment, but – paradoxically –
instead of supporting this public investment, its policy interventions
are focused on expanding the private sector.130 This has attracted

124 World Bank Group, International Development Association program document…
development policy financing, Indicative Trigger #2.2, Prior action #2 p.19.
125 Ibid, Indicative Trigger #5.2.
126 Ibid Prior action #3, Indicative Trigger #3.1.

119 Ibid, Prior actions #1, #3, #4.

127 World Bank Group, International Development Association program document…
development policy financing, p.34.

120 Ibid, Condition #1; Indicative Trigger #4.2 p.22.

128 Ibid p.34.

121 Ibid.

129 New Business Ethiopia, Is Ethiopia’s departure from state led economy feasible?
July 2019.

122 Financial Times, Ethiopia pushes telecoms privatisation despite security worries,
December 2020 .
123 Financial Times, Ethiopia’s promising but problematic telecoms privatisation,
June2021.

130 World Bank Group, International Development Association program document…
development policy financing, p.6.
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A woman sells handmade plates and bowls in Aksum, Ethiopia.

criticism131, including from Netsanet Gebremichael Weldesenbet,
the Director of Addis Ababa University’s Gender Office. She argued
that the World Bank, IMF and UNDP, “keep pushing towards [sic]
to the shift towards to PPPs model of financing for development”,
adding that, “It derives from this logic that state-driven economic
infrastructure development has to be laid-out for private actors to
intervene afterwards.”132 While she acknowledges that the country
faces macroeconomic challenges, she questions whether these
will be solved by making Ethiopia the “international market’s next
frontier” and through “profit-seeking PPPs SOEs [State-owned
enterprises].”133

international private sector” that occur because of these reforms.134
This reflects a broader critique of privatisation and public-private
partnerships as undermining gender equality, as they often carry
additional costs, such as increasing user fees, and can reduce
access to vital public services, especially in times of crisis.135

Conclusion
The World Bank’s promotion of privatisation in Ethiopia largely
ignores the specific gendered impacts that these changes would
imply for women and girls, including the negative impacts of higher
electricity prices.

Weldesenbet questions how citizens’ interests will be represented
and protected from “possible extractive relations with local and

131 Forum for social studies Ethiopia, Public dialogue on privatization, October 2019.

134 Ibid, p.12.

132 N. G Weldesenbet, Development alternatives with women for a new era, PPPs in
Ethiopia: The news frontier, p.10, p.11.

135 See Gender and Development Network, The impact of PPPs on gender equality
and women’s rights, February 2020; Eurodad, the Gender & Development
Network and FEMNET, Can public-private partnerships deliver gender equality?
March 2019.

133 Ibid, p.28.
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The World Bank and Jamaica

This case study explores the World Bank’s Second Competitiveness
and Fiscal Management Programmatic Development Policy Financing
loan, which contained conditions to reform the country’s budget.

Budget reform
In 2017, the World Bank issued the Second Competitiveness and
Fiscal Management Programmatic Development Policy Financing
loan for $70 million to the Government of Jamaica.136 The loan
aimed to promote “fiscal consolidation” by reducing the public
debt to GDP ratio from 141 per cent of GDP in 2014 to 115 per cent
of GDP by 2018.137 It includes a prior action to make the Public
Investment Management System (PIMS) operational, with the
aim of ensuring that “medium-term budgets will be more closely
aligned with national policies and will enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of spending.”138
This loan builds on the first loan in this series, issued in 2015, and
the 2013 four-year IMF Extended Fund Facility programme which
also supported fiscal consolidation efforts.139 The Fund’s package
required Jamaica to commit to a budget surplus of 7.5 per cent of
GDP, the highest ever required under an IMF loan, and contained
steep austerity measures to achieve this, including a three-year
public sector pay freeze.140 The Bank’s First Competitiveness and
Fiscal Management Programmatic Development Policy Financing
required the government to commit to reducing debt by 60 per
cent of GDP by 2026, a target maintained in the second loan.141
The Bank states, “High debt service obligations have limited the
government’s fiscal space for spending on poverty reduction and
public goods.”142 Indeed, the Program Document highlights that
poverty rates in Jamaica doubled between 2007 and 2013, with
female-headed households overrepresented among the poor.143
In 2018, for every dollar the government spent, 66 cents went

136 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed development policy loan in the amount of
US$70 million to Jamaica for the second competitiveness and fiscal management
programmatic development policy financing, April 2017.
137 Ibid p.vi.
138 Ibid p.24.
139 World Bank Group, Jamaica - First Competitiveness and Fiscal Management
Programmatic Development Policy Loan, March 2015; IMF, Press Release: IMF
Executive Board approves us$932.3 million arrangement under the Extended
Fund Facility for Jamaica, May 2013.
140 See K. Perry, The Nation, Jamaica Is Using Bob Marley’s Legacy to Market
Austerity, July 2019; The Economist, Jamaica’s tumultuous relationship with the
IMF has a happy ending, November 2019; The Guardian, Jamaica’s decades of
debt are damaging its future, April 2013; P. Doyle, Financial Times, Guest Post:
Macroeconomic malpractice in action, January 2019.
141 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development…
development policy financing, p.21.

towards repaying its debt (including interest), while 18 cents and 12
cents were spent on health and education, respectively.144
In its Poverty and Social Impact Assessment for the 2017 loan, the
Bank stated that, “Fiscal consolidation can have small short-term
negative impacts but it is necessary for the long-term sustainability
of social spending.” It acknowledged that fiscal consolidation
is, “associated in the short term with lower growth and weaker
job creation”, as well as increased user fees and public service
delivery.145 However, the Bank maintains that: “To the extent that
social outcomes, efficiency, and cost effectiveness are prioritized,
the positive impacts of social programs on reducing poverty and
vulnerability are expected to increase.”146
It is not clear that the reform is prioritising these areas and if so,
how. Moreover, supporting a reduction in the national budget
is associated with cuts to public services, on which women and
the poorest rely the most.147 In 2021, in response to such policy
prescriptions, over 500 civil society and women’s organisations
wrote to the IMF to protest similar fiscal consolidation measures
in loan programmes on the grounds that they undermine gender
justice and increases inequality.148

Pension reform
As part of the fiscal consolidation process, the World Bank has
also supported reform of the public sector pension system in
Jamaica alongside the IMF. The 2017 Competitiveness and Fiscal
Management Programmatic loan contained a provision to increase
the ratio of public service employee pension contributions from
4 per cent to 12 per cent.149 The Bank had previously supported
technical assistance to assist with the implementation of a white
paper on Pension Reform150 through a Social Protection Investment
Project in 2013 to address the “fiscal pressure of public sector

142 Ibid. p.1.
143 Ibid p.2.
144 K. Perry, The Nation, Jamaica Is Using Bob Marley’s Legacy to Market Austerity,
July 2019.
145 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development…
development policy financing, p.31.
146 Ibid.
147 Gender and Development Network, Submission to the Independent Expert on
foreign debt and human rights on the links and the impact of economic reforms
and austerity measures on women’s human rights, March 2018.
148 Bretton Woods Project Observer, Civil society raises alarm about IMF’s continued
backing of austerity amidst pandemic, October 2020.
149 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development…
development policy financing, p.vii.
150 Jamaican Government Ministry of Finance and Planning, White Paper the reform
of the public sector pension system, July 2018.
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pension expenditures.”151 It had further required the government
to increase the retirement age from 60 to 65, introduce employee
contributions for all public employees and move away from using
the final salary as a basis for calculating pensions in the benefit
formula through the 2013 Foundations For Growth and Resilience
Development Policy Loan Project for $130 million.152

Reflecting on its support for increasing the pension age, the Bank
initially stated in 2013, “The reform…does not discriminate between
men’s and women’s retirement age, with women being more
negatively impacted based on the assertion that women take care of
unpaid family work, both for children and increasingly for the elderly,
and therefore could be compensated by an earlier entry in the
pension system.”156 In the same document, it proposed considering
mechanisms to “offset the negative impact for women”, citing
care pension credits, minimum pensions and unisex tariffs. It
also recommended producing a “comprehensive gender impact
assessment as part of the pension reform process [that] could also
be considered in a forthcoming DPL [Development Policy Loan].”157
However, despite recognising the gendered impacts of this reform
in the 2013 loan, the 2017 loan failed to analyse the potential
gendered impacts of the public sector pension contribution reform
or present any mitigating measures. It only stated that the increase
would “result in small reductions of the disposable income” for a
small percentage of public sector employees.158
A 2019 report from the International Labor Organization said,
regarding pensions, that countries applying differentiated
retirement age requirements “can further lead to discrimination
against women as they result in lower levels of accrued pension

151 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed loan in the amount of US$130 million to
Jamaica for the economic stabilization and foundations for growth development
policy loan, November 2013, p.6.
152 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed loan in the amount of US$130 million to
Jamaica for the economic stabilization and foundations for growth development
policy loan, November 2013, p.15.
153 OECD, Government at a Glance: Latin America and the Caribbean 2020, Figure
3.2. Gender equality in public sector employment, 2020.
154 UN Women, Protecting women’s income security in old age toward genderresponsive pension systems, 2015; K.Horstead, Gender and Development
Network, Developing a life course approach to women’s rights and gender
equality, November 2018, p.3.
155 Jamaica Gleaner, Retirement may be more costly for women, September 2017.
156 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
program document for a proposed loan in the amount of US$130 million to
Jamaica for the economic stabilization and foundations for growth development
policy loan, November 2013, p.22.
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In Jamaica, 60.3 per cent of the public sector workforce is women,
the largest share of women working in the public sector in the
world.153 Older women are also less likely to enjoy income security,
including pensions, and economic independence than men, and
often take on additional unpaid care responsibilities.154 Therefore
both reforms to pension contributions and increasing the retirement
age are highly likely to have a disproportionate impact on women
in Jamaica.155

Traders at a market in Kingston, Jamaica.

right entitlements. Globally 65 per cent of people above retirement
age living without a regular pension are women.”159 This is
especially so, given that women have lower pension than men,
often due to their lower ability to save over the life-course because
of greater unpaid care work burdens.160

Conclusion
Alongside the pension reform, the austerity policy conditions, which
already contracted economic growth to 0.1 per cent in 2019 prior
to the pandemic, likely further exacerbated the economic impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic.161 The Covid-19 pandemic caused major
economic distress, with Jamaica’s real GDP decreasing by 10.2 per
cent in 2020.162 The pandemic has particularly affected women, as,
according to a World Bank blog, 78 per cent of health and social
workers in Jamaica are women and 55 per cent of the workers in
the sectors most affected by the Covid-19 crisis, such as the trade,
hotels and restaurants services, and education are women.163

157 Ibid.
158 Ibid p.31.
159 UN Women and the International Labor Organization, Fiscal space for social
protection A Handbook for Assessing Financing Options, 2019.
160 Women’s Budget Group, Spirals of Inequality: How unpaid care is at the heart of
gender inequalities, p.4.
161 The Economist, The pandemic’s indirect hit on the Caribbean, August 2020.
162 World Bank Group, GDP growth (annual %) – Jamaica.
163 World Bank Group blog, Return to paradise: A poverty perspective on Jamaica’s
COVID-19 recovery response, November 2020; UN Women, Gender-Responsive
Socioeconomic Study on the Impact of COVID-19 on Women in Business and
Women Entrepreneurs in Jamaica, August 2021.
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The World Bank and Gabon

This case study examines the first and second Fiscal Consolidation
and Inclusive Growth Development Policy loans to the Government
of Gabon for a total of $200 million. These loans included conditions
for fiscal consolidation via reforming the wage bill in Gabon, a policy
approach which is known to have gendered impacts.

Wage bill reform
In 2017 and 2018, the World Bank issued the first and second Fiscal
Consolidation and Inclusive Growth Development Policy loans to
the Government of Gabon for a total of $200 million.164 It aimed to
support Gabon’s “urgent need for fiscal consolidation” to reduce
the deficit of 6.6 percent of GDP in 2016.165 This complemented the
IMF’s four-year Extended Fund Facility for Gabon approved in June
2017 which led directly to cuts to the health budget.166 According
to a report from AfricTelegraph, the reform measures called for
reducing public wages, including doctors’ salaries and paying them
in cash vouchers, leading the doctors’ syndicate to consider a
general strike.167
The Bank’s loan series proposed reforms in order to, “stabilize the
wage bill and improve workers’ performance.”168 The loan contains
a results indicator to reduce the wage bill increase from 12 per cent
between 2012 to 2015, and calls for a zero per cent increase from
2016 to 2019. It also called for “immediate action to strengthen
hiring controls and recruitment procedures”, introducing a condition
to freeze public sector recruitment for 12 months.169 Though the
freeze excludes health, education and defence, recruitment in all
sectors is only allowed on a case-by-case basis. The 2017 loan’s
Program Document states, “All recruitments will be verified in

the HR management records, to avoid fictitious hiring and further
increases in the wage bill, and replacements of retirees will not be
permitted.”170 The loan series also supported the rollout of a new
recruitment procedure and staffing plan, including a three-year
projection of staffing needs, which 80 per cent of recruitments
must comply with by 2019.171 It stipulated that recruitment could
only resume after this staffing plan was adopted.172
One of the country’s largest civil service trade unions, Dynamique
Unitaire, denounced the wage bill reforms as “decorative measures,
intended to make public officials more precarious,” and held a
protest in December 2018.173
Despite this, in its PSIA, the Bank stated that, “the prior action to
stabilize the wage bill is not expected to have significant overall
social and distributional effects,” namely because it excludes the
health and education sectors.174 In Gabon, women are more than
twice as likely to live below the poverty line.175 Because of this, and
their relative unpaid care work burdens, women are more likely to
be negatively impacted by these austerity measures.

Conclusion
In Gabon, the Covid-19 pandemic had a disproportionate impact
on women workers, who hold the majority of jobs in the informal
sector.176 According to UN Women, this impact on the informal
sector in Gabon was exacerbated by the budget cuts in the public
sector, which has a significantly reduced capacity.177 The Bank’s
fiscal consolidation conditions likely contributed to this impact.
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168 World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
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Recommendations

The Covid-19 pandemic has exposed the global shortfall in funding
for public health, education and social protection needs going back
decades. The World Bank, alongside the IMF, holds responsibility
for promoting conditionality which results in countries cutting
their budgets and reducing their public sector wage bills, which
has undermined labour rights and protections in the years before
the Covid-19 emergency. This has, in turn, undermined the ability
of governments to respond to the current crisis and heightened
the vulnerabilities amongst populations in developing countries,
exacerbating the devastating economic and health impact of the
pandemic. This is especially so for women and girls.
Looking forward, the Bank must learn the lessons of the
pandemic and turn away from supporting fiscal consolidation and
privatisation in the Global South. Instead, it should work towards
supporting countries to expand fiscal space in order to finance
gender responsive public services and social protection, in order to
help governments meet their international human rights obligations
and achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. As a public finance
institution whose work carries major social implications, all of the
World Bank’s work should benefit from rigorous and meaningful
engagement with civil society.
The World Bank should:

• Remove requirements for countries to adopt fiscal

consolidation measures from existing and future loan programs
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in the pandemic recovery context, including by removing
budget reduction targets from loan programs, and reconsider
advice to follow fiscal consolidation from all Systematic Country
Diagnostics and Country Partnership Frameworks from 2020
onwards.

• Remove requirements for countries to adopt measures

to contain public sector wage bills from loan programs,
and reconsider advice to implement these measures from
all Systematic Country Diagnostics and Country Partnership
Frameworks from 2021 onwards.

• Remove requirements for countries to adopt regressive

taxes like VAT from loan programs, and reconsider advice
to implement these from all Systematic Country Diagnostics
and Country Partnership Frameworks from 2021 onwards.
Additionally, the Bank should consider the gendered impacts of
all proposed tax reforms.

• Remove requirements for countries to adopt labour

flexibilisation measures from loan programs, and reconsider
advice to implement these measures from all Systematic Country
Diagnostics and Country Partnership Frameworks from 2021
onwards.

• Before introducing macroeconomic reforms, the World Bank

should conduct systematic and robust ex-ante and ex-post
impact assessments that measure how its macroeconomic
policy advice impacts economic and gender inequality.
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Indigenous women’s groups perform a Tlalmanalli opening ceremony to kick off the 2021 Generation Equality Forum in Mexico.
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